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Segment.01 Hello. I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor of the 1 
Lighthouse Baptist Church in Santa Maria, CA—and your brain 2 
masseur—get ready for your brain massage. 3 
The Barrett betrayal part 2.1 4 
Der Fuehrer Biden wants us to "show our vaccine papers" to travel 5 
from state to state.2  6 
Segregation is back: White's only classroom in Atlanta.3 7 
ROMANS 8:28, COVID and PUBLIC EDUCATION: Hah! The 8 
number of homeschooled students has doubled since pandemic, 9 
and this is a trend—it continues to rise.4 10 
Fraustian Fauci eerily announces intention to have Americans 11 
subjected to endless vaccines — the never-ending vaccination 12 
series — booster, after booster, after booster.5 13 
CUOMO RESIGNS. At least one paper is calling him out for 14 
crimes against seniors—saying the New York creeper has more to 15 
account for than sexual harassment—and calls for investigation of 16 
nursing home malfeasance and profiting off government. 6 17 

                                     
1 https://www.politico.com/news/2021/08/12/amy-coney-barrett-indiana-university-vaccines-504322 
2 https://clarion.causeaction.com/2021/08/13/biden-admin-mulls-vaccine-passports-for-interstate-travel/ 
3 https://www.nationalreview.com/news/atlanta-elementary-school-segregated-second-graders-by-race-parents-say/ 
4 https://amgreatness.com/2021/08/12/number-of-homeschooled-students-has-doubled-since-pandemic-continues-to-
rise/?utm_source=JangoMail&utm_medium=Email&utm_campaign=Good+News+Friday+-
++August+13+(343211681)&utm_content= 
5 https://rumble.com/vl25f3-fauci-discusses-booster-
shots.html?mref=6zof&mc=dgip3&utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=The+Daily+Caller&ep=2 
6 https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2021/aug/10/andrew-cuomo-has-more-to-account-for-than-sexual-
h/?utm_source=JangoMail&utm_medium=Email&utm_campaign=Good+News+Friday+-
++August+13+(343211681)&utm_content= 
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Wheels of Justice do turn slowly, but TURN they DO! BLM rioter 18 
who set a store on fire has been sentenced to almost 9 years in 19 
prison.7 20 
Good news on the ELECTION FRAUD front. The Texas election 21 
reform bill passed over the antics of the Texas Demoncrats that 22 
flaunted their duties and went on vacation to stop the vote.8 Oh, 23 
and warrants for their arrests were delivered to those derelict 24 
dems.9 And, of course, my take on the CYBER SYMPOSIUM10 — 25 
Friend, it's time for your brain massage! 26 
[TRUTH] 27 
BARRET BETRAYAL 2.0 —> She folded on hearing Texas' case, 28 
joined by thirteen states, on a constitutional question regarding the 29 
election, and now she refuses to hear an appeal from University of 30 
Indiana students and faculty regarding a mandatory vaccine 31 
requirement to attend classes or work on staff unless you submit to 32 
participate in a medical experiment. FORCED to participate in a 33 
medical experiment or be deprived of education and employment 34 
— SOME ONE TAKE THE MASK OFF AT LEAST ONE OF 35 
BARRETS FACES AND PUT THE NUREMBERG CODE IN 36 
FRONT OF IT— MAYBE THE ONE THAT GAVE LIP SERVICE 37 
TO THE CONSTITUTION COULD USE A REFRESHER. Isn't 38 
Coney a good Catholic gal? 39 

                                     
7 https://www.foxnews.com/us/blm-rioter-who-set-minneapolis-store-on-fire-sentenced-to-almost-9-years-in-
prison?utm_source=JangoMail&utm_medium=Email&utm_campaign=Good%20News%20Friday%20-
%20%20August%2013%20%28343211681%29&utm_content 
8 https://www.theepochtimes.com/mkt_breakingnews/texas-senate-passes-election-reform-bill-after-democrat-ends-
filibuster_3945917.html?utm_source=JangoMail&%3butm_medium=email2&%3butm_campaign=breaking-2021-08-12-
2&%3bmktids=fa0506e539d12ccfff5189a12b43f6fb&%3best=%2bJRC76iN3AKOovJ%2bvokRe73%2bjVnYEc7v9w9%2ffz6Gv1pUyc7a
QxvV08sPfkPEtTwdFpSXClS1&utm_medium=Email&utm_campaign=Good+News+Friday+-
++August+13+(343211681)&utm_content= 
9 https://amgreatness.com/2021/08/11/arrest-warrants-issued-for-texas-dems-that-fled-state-to-block-election-integrity-
bill/?utm_source=JangoMail&utm_medium=Email&utm_campaign=Good+News+Friday+-
++August+13+(343211681)&utm_content= 
10 Probably, this video summarizes the case better than any others I've seen: 
https://creativedestructionmedia.com/video/2021/08/10/must-see-damning-video-explaining-how-why-and-who-stole-election/ 
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BUT, It's what I've told you before, some among the upper 40 
echelons of the Catholic hierarchy are okay with abortion, always 41 
have been. Loyola University, a Jesuit Catholic school, violates the 42 
conscience of Catholic students forcing them to take the fetal tissue 43 
vax against their religious objections.11 By the way, "FACT 44 
CHECKERS" beware—I know the trick. The denial by the three 45 
main American COVID vaccine makers that their vaccines are 46 
made from aborted baby cells is that the cells they use are created 47 
in a lab from an aborted baby's cells in the Netherlands. A real fact 48 
checker would tell the truth. These vaccines use tissue nurtured in 49 
a lab derived from aborted baby tissue obtained through legal 50 
abortion in the Netherlands before the law went into effect to 51 
forbid use of aborted baby material. That's how they slither like the 52 
snakes they are around the law and around the truth. Oh, by the 53 
way, Amy's father was a Jesuit novitiate (novice in training to be a 54 
Jesuit priest) for over a year before he decided to marry. He later 55 
graduated from Loyola University in New Orleans. You know the 56 
bit about apples and trees and all that! Not sure what this means 57 
about the Mississippi law headed to the SCOTUS—we shall see! 58 
DER FUEHRER BIDEN —> Biden is contemplating Interstate 59 
vaccine passports. What makes these people think they can take 60 
over our lives like this? So now it's "papers please" at the border 61 
between every state? Perhaps this is something he though up while 62 
he was walking around in a fog at Castle Rock studios making his 63 
way to the set of the "oval office"  — trailing after his security like 64 
an untrained puppy dog — yeah, the security detail literally points 65 
to the path Biden is supposed to take, like he did not know where 66 
he was and needed direction—the security detail moves on to circle 67 
around the bushes, I suppose to clear it of any possible 68 
ambushments—and Biden ignores or did not see, or did not 69 
understand the direction and follows the security detail around the 70 

                                     
11 EMAIL: Mat Staver, Liberty Counsel—They knew this was illegal, Loyola University, Chicago: 8-13-21 9:17 am. 
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bushes—like, there is a PATH to the door, but Biden follows —71 
anyway. Maybe it was while he was walking about in his fog that 72 
this brilliant idea came to him—and the point is, no! He is a half 73 
demented "dog face pony soldier" — haha — on the CCP leash and 74 
he is leading this country under the direction of Xi Jing Ping. 75 
Biden Impeachment talks are stirring, but many of us believed this 76 
was the plan all along.12 I don't know! Xi probably likes the 77 
humiliation he is making all Americans endure, making us the 78 
mockery of the world. Will he risk allowing someone to get in that 79 
is not wearing his leash? Right now it would go to Harris—and she 80 
has already been collared, so that will work for him. From there to 81 
Pelosi, who likewise already wears the collar leashed to Beijing! 82 
Then you've heard no doubt that Biden is contemplating exercising 83 
his dictatorial powers to override DeSantis' mask policies in 84 
Florida. Unreal! Maybe the Administrator in chief thought up the 85 
scheme to override DeSantis' FL mask policy while he was asking 86 
one of his aides where his aides were at.13 87 
The infuriating thing about all of this is that it's based on fraud. 88 
Examples abound. For example, the CDC manufactured a virus 89 
strain to use as the basis for their bogus COVID test. Yeah, come 90 
on at me Fact Checkers—I've got the official CDC document 91 
explaining that, and I quote, from page 40, "Since no quantified 92 
virus isolates of the 2019-nCoV were available for CDC use at the 93 
time the test was developed and this study conducted, assays 94 
designed for detection of the [virus] RNA were tested with 95 
characterized stocks of in vitro transcribed full length RNA … of 96 
known titer (RNA copies/ml) spiked into a diluent consisting of a 97 
suspension of human … cells and viral transport medium … to 98 

                                     
12 https://patriotsforthefuture.com/impeachment-may-finally-be-on-the-table-for-biden/ 
13 https://rumble.com/vl2lzt-ron-desantis-on-medical-
authoritarianism.html?mref=6zof&mc=dgip3&utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=The+Daily+Caller&ep
=2 
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MIMIC clinical specimen."14 Like a snake, their tongue slithers 99 
along technical jargon to obfuscate — in other words, 1. they did 100 
NOT HAVE A CLINICAL SPECIMEN of the SARS-CoV-2 virus. 101 
May we ask WHY? Why wouldn't CDC has a specimen of a disease 102 
they are hyping to scare every one in the world into submission to 103 
the CCP? Clearly, it's because their masters in China refused to let 104 
them have a specimen. Which takes us to 2. Because they did not 105 
have a specimen and did not want to let the world know why, they 106 
decided to make an effort to mimic a specimen. But how can they 107 
mimic something of which they have no model to work from? How 108 
do you do that? Which takes us to 3. They took some in vitro (uh, 109 
let's see, that's something cultivated outside a human body) RNA 110 
that they had "in stock" — that's handy. Here, we have some RNA 111 
here of a known titer — a known amount needed to create the 112 
reaction desired, and let's spike that — meaning, let's add that into 113 
a diluent—a substance that dilutes — and this diluent consists of a 114 
suspension of human cells and a "viral transport medium" — so 115 
they put it in a tube especially designed to safely transport virus—116 
you know, when you break this down, it's clear it's gobbledygook 117 
— bottom line, they took virus and added it to some human cells, 118 
to "mimic a clinical specimen" of the SARS-CoV-2 virus. 119 
By the way, your trusted FDA participated in this ruse—we are 120 
being BETRAYED into the hands of the CCP. 121 
Furthermore, the CDC has been caught fudging data (reporting 9k 122 
deaths related to the vaccines when a whistle blower told us it was 123 
more like 45k deaths following vaccinations when CDC was 124 
reporting 6k). And then there is the most recent episode over the 125 
number reported of Florida's COVID cases—CDC "revises down 126 
state's weekend numbers from 28,000 to 19,000 but offers no 127 

                                     
14 https://www.fda.gov/media/134922/download 
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explanation after claiming 'record' infections."15 But we know the 128 
reason for the over count, don't we? Of course! They needed a 129 
headline that read "record infections" —. CDC is doing the same 130 
thing with the Texas numbers, and they are getting called out — 131 
and none of these "FACT CHECKS" are making it into Lead 132 
Stories, or reported in the MSM— except a whisper here and there. 133 
How can this have happened? How did the CCP, like a giant 134 
octopus — or should I call it an omnipus — get a strangle hold on 135 
our elections, our medical establishment, media and total control 136 
of one party, the Demoncrats and virtual control of another, the 137 
RepublicRATS? Even because they first got into control of our 138 
education establishment!  139 
Interesting that the one thing NO one on the left talks about is how 140 
to REALLY HELP PEOPLE avoid getting sick with COVID and 141 
what are the REAL risk factors.  142 
Have you noticed that the ONLY SOLUTION offered by the 143 
ESTABLISHMENT is wear a mask and get the shot? No one is 144 
talking about what you can do to protect yourself and your loved 145 
ones: Dr. Marik points out the obvious—the "establishment" does 146 
not want the public to know about early treatment options for 147 
COVID.16 I have a lengthy article showing what you can do to 148 
protect yourself and your loved ones. 149 
It's OBVIOUS they want you to stay scared. Which is why they 150 
don't report the good news: COVID fatality rate hits LOWEST 151 
level on record despite DELTA scare.17  152 

                                     
15 https://www.dailymail.co.uk/health/article-9884193/CDC-adjusts-Floridas-weekend-Covid-numbers-state-accused-agency-
overcounting-cases.html?utm_source=JangoMail&utm_medium=Email&utm_campaign=Good+News+Friday+-
++August+13+(343211681)&utm_content= 
16 https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2021/08/13/frontline-care-doctor-shares-how-to-end-
covid.aspx?ui=f2a3d91b9f6e5754f770ab7b0d0fa0e86e89ad17cc6649a651df33e94d3b5278&sd=20151030&cid_source=dnl&cid_mediu
m=email&cid_content=topstory&cid=20210813&mid=DM963567&rid=1234121770 
17 https://www.westernjournal.com/bombshell-covid-fatality-rate-hits-lowest-level-record-despite-media-hysteria-
delta/?utm_source=Email&utm_medium=wcjemail&utm_campaign=CAN&utm_content=2021-08-
13&ats_es=fbff47c4abdac10e13416541811e376b 
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You don't hear this repeated 24/7 because the agenda is not served 153 
by letting you know the truth about all of this. Their agenda is 154 
served by keeping you afraid. So, what IS the agenda? Partly, it's 155 
about keeping you off balance while they work feverishly to secure 156 
the stolen election. Partly it's in order to slowly but surely break us 157 
down into subservience to CCP style governance. It's a CCP 158 
takeover of America.  159 
Their original, stated, plan was to have this done by 2035. But 160 
Trump got in, woke patriotism in this country, so they have had to 161 
accelerate the program. And, by the way, I am aware that it goes 162 
beyond Xi Jing Ping — it goes into very dark rooms where very evil 163 
and sinister creatures of darkness gather to chant allegiance to their 164 
"chaos god" — to craft their designs to "break their bands asunder, 165 
and cast away their cords" — what bands and cords?—the bands 166 
and cords of CHRIST'S PRESENT RULE over Heaven and Earth. 167 
Well, I' with RAND PAUL: It's time for CIVIL DISOBEDIENCE to 168 
mask/vaccine mandates.18 169 
Hold on through the break my friends; I'll be right back. 170 
Segment.02 Hello. Welcome back! I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor 171 
at the Lighthouse, your brain masseur, and Paul Revere’s lantern 172 
lighter, lighting the lamps in the church belfry arch, signaling the 173 
enemy is on the march, an enemy that would steal from us our 174 
liberty. 175 
I wanted to give you my take away from the Cyber Symposium. 176 
First off, I think it was an amazing symposium and much good will 177 
come of it. I think the case implicating CCP's intrusion into our 178 
election was strong, and for all who are willing to see what is 179 

                                     
18 https://www.westernjournal.com/senator-calls-civil-disobedience-time-us-resist-cant-arrest-
us/?utm_source=Email&utm_medium=wcjemail&utm_campaign=CAN&utm_content=2021-08-
13&ats_es=fbff47c4abdac10e13416541811e376b 
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OBVIOUS, admitting of only one reasonable conclusion: China 180 
CCP hacked into our 2020 election. 181 
And yet, anyone who paid attention during this symposium could 182 
see something else equally obvious: it's bigger than China. And 183 
that's saying something. It's beginning to look like CCP is a pawn 184 
in this gigantic chess game for world dominion. A new focus is 185 
emerging — and the bulls eye is coming into focus, and in the glint 186 
of the bulls-eye is a reflection of DOMINION voting machines and 187 
their connection to that cabal of Satanists I mentioned to conclude 188 
the last segment.  189 
So, we went into this Symposium looking for the reveal that CCP 190 
hacked into our elections. The proof was to come from the Packet 191 
Captures of the entire 2020 election provided to Lindell, who 192 
invested millions to have it verified, and to put on this event that 193 
was supposed to supply us with a smoking gun that even the 194 
SCOTUS could not ignore.  195 
But, as I've often said, we are at war, and we must expect counter 196 
moves to any move we make. I have been wondering what "they" 197 
would do to counter Lindell's evidence. Lindell had already shown 198 
us some break out information obtained from the packet captures 199 
in Absolute Proof. So he put together this symposium where 200 
renown cyber experts would be invited to examine his evidence 201 
and authenticate it. We expected two specific things to be 202 
authenticated. First, that the data he possessed was 2020 election 203 
data. And second, that the Packet Captures do verify CCP 204 
intrusion into our 2020 election. 205 
Well, as they say, the "plot thickens." Someone alerted Colonel 206 
Waldron and Lindell that the enemy had infiltrated their team. 207 
That, in fact, someone had planted a "poison pill" in "the data."  208 
Then we learned that Lindell had not provided all the data to the 209 
Red Team—and that, in fact, the data he provided was, apparently 210 
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by design, adequate to prove it was 2020 election data, but 211 
inadequate to establish CCP intrusion.  212 
So, the RED TEAM verified the data was 2020 election data, but 213 
held back from authenticating the data proved CCP intrusion. 214 
They need to see the rest of the data, or at least a larger 215 
representation of it, and they need more time to examine it. 216 
Remember, this we already knew. Lindell's original cyber expert 217 
team required about a month to sort through the data to arrive at 218 
the conclusions presented in Absolute Proof.  219 
So, what's going on? 1. Why would Lindell's team not present the 220 
data in a form and in an amount necessary to answer both 221 
questions presented to the Red Team? The answer seems apparent. 222 
They got a tip that their security had been breached. The adjusted! 223 
Presented sufficient data to prove it was from the 2020 election, but 224 
did not present it in a format allowing the Red Team to actually 225 
recover the Packets, nor in sufficient volume to verify CCP 226 
intrusion. 227 
Why would the Lindell team decide now is not a good time to 228 
reveal the smoking gun that establishes CCP intrusion?  229 
Here is what I've noticed. That IS the critical point of concern. For 230 
example, the Maricopa county board in AZ unwillingly yielded the 231 
materials necessary to conduct the forensic audit of the ballots — 232 
BUT THEY ARE READY TO GO TO THE MATTRESSES over 233 
the routers. Why? The routers can PROVE CCP intrusion, and 234 
implicate them and at least the Secretary of State in TREASON. 235 
They are willing to die on that hill! They will not give up their CCP 236 
masters because they know to do so is a death sentence. 237 
It's possible, as Colonel Waldron said he was unwilling to pull the 238 
trigger on military intervention until it is absolutely the last 239 
recourse, that they saw another path forward to beat CCP without 240 
crossing that line at this time. Think about it. To cross that line at 241 
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this time will pit Patriot Americans in open war with American 242 
traitors. It would require us to fight a war against ourselves with 243 
the CCP and possibly other countries piling on. 244 
Perhaps the infiltration by the swamp into the Lindell team, into 245 
the Red Team, perhaps, together with clear knowledge that this 246 
would certainly trigger open war, a kinetic war with CCP on our 247 
own soil with a significant number of traitors already embedded on 248 
the inside — combined with yet another surprise development that 249 
occurred the same day. 250 
This takes us to Colorado. Where I hope to be in November to 251 
participate in a missions conference with a good friend and 252 
colleague. In Colorado, the Secretary of State is a clear and present 253 
danger to the security of our Republic. She is obstructing the legal 254 
efforts of Colorado citizens to verify their elections are secure and 255 
safe from fraud and manipulation. Tina Peters is the County Clerk 256 
for Mesa County in Colorado, the last standing enclave of 257 
conservatism in Colorado, and the Secretary of State, who is a 258 
democrat, has visited Tina's offices and, among other things, 259 
expressed her objection to any effort to true the vote in Colorado. 260 
Tina has continued to pursue questions raised by her constituency 261 
and the CO SOS does not like it. 262 
When Dominion was given permission to come into Colorado to 263 
"update" the Dominion voting machines, Tina was advised to make 264 
a copy of the machines under her custody. She did so. 265 
Mysteriously, when Dominion showed up to do the "update," he or 266 
she was accompanied by only one representative from the 267 
Secretary of State's office — no one from the County was present, 268 
and, even more mysteriously, the cameras were disabled in the 269 
room where the machines were to be updated. Hmmm? 270 
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After the machines were updated, Tina had another copy made of 271 
the hard drives — so now she had a before and after image of the 272 
Dominion machine hard drives. 273 
She decided to have Lindell's team look at these and compare them. 274 
The Secretary of State in Colorado was apprised that Tina was on 275 
her way to testify at the Symposium. 276 
It might have been before Tina left to Sioux Falls, S. Dakota to 277 
testify to all this, the Secretary of State put out a hit piece on her by 278 
using their media artillery — and accused Tina of releasing the 279 
passwords that only the SOS possesses. But we know that while she 280 
was in the air the SOS had Tina's offices raided and all hard drives 281 
confiscated — This was done while Tina was in the air on her way 282 
to the Symposium. 283 
She has autocratically decreed no third party audit of their 284 
elections will be allowed. 285 
We have lately learned that the Secretary of State of each state 286 
holds the passwords for the Dominion machines used by each state 287 
for their elections. 288 
She has attempted to suggest the Mesa County Clerk in Colorado is 289 
complicit in releasing these passwords to the public via social 290 
media. 291 
When the before and after images of the Dominion machine hard 292 
drives was presented before all at the symposium and all of 40-80 293 
million viewers — it was clear that Dominion together with the 294 
complicity of the Secretary of State purposely destroyed election 295 
data from the Dominion Voting Machines in Mesa County. 296 
We could see with our own eyes that large segments of data were 297 
removed from the machines after the Dominion update. 298 
Obviously, they came in to wipe the hard drives of evidence that 299 
would certainly incriminate them. 300 
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Federal statute forbids the destruction of election data which must 301 
be maintained and made accessible for audit purposes for 22 302 
months after an election. 303 
These people violated the law—and once again they got CAUGHT. 304 
All of this was turned over to the Federal authorities — so lets see 305 
how many more swamp creatures get taken in the NET. 306 
Well, I've got to conclude. You can catch the rest of this discussion 307 
tonight on my facebook live stream called Comfort & Counsel for 308 
the Present Distress. Go to facebook.com and search for 309 
Lighthouse Baptist Church, Santa Maria, CA — or put my last 310 
name in there if you can spell it — and you'll find our page. 311 
Everyone, please go to brainmassage.net and register to receive 312 
notifications of the Brain massage posts, and eventually, you'll also 313 
be getting live stream notifications —. Go to brainmassage.net. 314 
I have lit the lamps in the Church belfry arch and now you let me 315 
know if you see them. It's LIGHTS ON if you see the LIGHTS ARE 316 
ON and you will ride like Revere and spread the warning, 317 
(essentially, it means you agree with what I’m saying) or you say 318 
LIGHTS OFF –– which means you reject what I’m saying and 319 
disagree strongly with me. So, what will it be today, lights on, or 320 
lights off? 321 
Email me by going to our web site at branmassage.net. That’s 322 
brainmassage.net. Find the CONTACT button and send me an 323 
email. 324 
You can leave a message on our Lights On hotline: 805.314.2114. 325 
God bless you. God bless America! I’ll see you in Church. 326 


